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totically marginal orbits can be called the “border of order"; they remain marginal

under any rescaling, and they are a domain of the renormalization theory. a topic
beyond the scope of this lecture. Here we shall concentrate on the third class of
orbits, the asymptotically unstable orbits which build up chaos. The word "chaos"
has in this context taken on a narrow technical meaning. When a physicist says
that a certain system exhibits “chaos”, he means that the system obeys determinis-
tic laws of evolution, but that the outcome is highly sensitive to small uncertainties
in the specification of the initial state. In a chaotic system any open ball of initial
conditions, no matter how small, will in finite time spread over the extent of the
entire asymptotically accessible phase space. Once this is grasped, the focus of the-
ory shifts from attempting precise prediction (which is impossible) to description
of the geometry of the space of possible outcomes. and evaluation of averages over
this space.

A precise quantitative encoding of the metric structure is given by the scaling func-
tiom (or transfer operators). Their purpose is twofold:

1 INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear physics presents us with a perplexing variety of complicated fractal ob-
jerts and strange sets. Notable examples include strange attractors for chaotic
dynamical systems, regions of high vorticity in fully developed turbulence and frac»
tal growth processes. By now most of us appreciate the fact that the phase space of
a such dynamical system is an infinitely interwoven mixture of islands of stability
and regions of chaos. Confronted today with a potentially turbulent dynamical sys-
tem, we analyze it in three distinct steps. First, we diagnose the intrinsic dimension
of the system < the lower bound on the number of degrees of freedom needed to
capture the essential dynamics - by some numerical dimension algorithmlll. If the
system is very turbulent, its intrinsic dimension is high, and we are, at present, out
of luck. So far we have. a handle only on the transitional regime between regular
motions and weak turbulence. In this regime attractors are of low dimension, the
number of important parameters is small, and we can proceed to the second step:
we classify qualitatively all motions of the system into a. hierarchy whose succes-
sive layers require increased precision and patience on part of the observer. This
classification is called the symbolic dynamics of the system: it is a road map which
describes its topology. Parenthetieally, through this enumeration number theory
enters and comes to play a central and often highly non-trivial role in the study of
deterministic chaos.

For an experimentalist, they are the theorist's prediction of the motions expected
in a given parameter and phasespace range. Given the observed motions, the
symbolic dynamics predicts what motions should be seen next, and the scaling
functions predict where they should be seen, and what precision is needed for their
observation.

For a theorist, the scaling functions are a tool which resolves the fine asymptotic
structure of a chaotic dynamical system and proves that the system is indeed
chaotic, and not just a regular motion of period exceeding the endurance of an
experimentalist. I‘Mrthermore - and that is theoretically very sweet - the scalings
often tend to universal limits. In such cases, the finer the scale. the better the
theorists’s prediction! So what at first sight appears to be a bewilderingly complex
dynamics might turn out to be a manifestation of a rather simple law, and common
to many apparently unrelated phenomena.

In retrospect many triumphs of both classical and quantum physics seem a stroke
of luck: a few integrable problems, such as the harmonic oscillator and the Kepler
problem, though “nongeneric”, have gotten us very far. The success has lulled
us into a habit of expecting simple solutions to simple equations - an expectation
shattered for many by the recently acquired ability to numerically scan the phase
space of non-integrable dynamical systems. The initial impression might be that
all our analytic tools have failed us, and that the chaotic systems are amenable
only to numerical statistical investigations. However‘ as we will attempt to show
here, we maybe already possess a perturbation theory of the deterministic chaos of
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llnving dvtcrminrd what the pieces of thr system are, we proceed onto the third,
quantitative- atop: the scaling, or metric structurr‘ of the dynamical system. Possible
tmjcrtorit-s are qualitatively of three- distinrt typos: they are either asymptotically
unstable (positivv Lyapunov exponent). asymptotically marginal (vanishing Lya-
punnv) or asymptotically stable— (nogntivo Lynpunnv). The asymptotically stable
orbits cm be treated by the traditional integrable system methods. The asymf»
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predictive quality comparable to that of the traditional perturbation expansions for
nearly integrable systems. This theory is based on the observation that the motion
in dynamical systems of few degrees of freedom is often organized around a few
fundamental cycles. These short cycles capture the skeletal topology of the motion
in the sense that any long orbit can approximately be pieced together from the fun-
damental cycles. Computations with such systems require techniques reminiscent
of statistical mechanics; however, the actual calculations are crisply deterministic
throughout. The strategy will be to expand averages over chaotic phase space re-
gions in terms of short unstable periodic orbits, with the small expansion parameter
being the non-uniformity of the flow (here referred to as “curvature”) across neigh-
borhoods of periodic points. To get some feeling for how and why unstable cycles
come about, we start by playing a game of pinball.

a good game consists in predicting the asymptotic lifetime (or the escape rate) of
a pinball to many significant digits. The unstable cycles as a skeleton of chaos
are almost visible here: a good strategy for keeping the ball bouncing as long as
possible is to aim it as close as possible to a periodic trajectory. Short periodic
trajectories are easily drawn and enumerated - some examples are given in fig. 1 -
but it is rather hard to extract the systematics of the orbits from their physical
space trajectories.

A clearer picture of the dynamics is obtained by constructing a phase space Poincare
section. We start by exploiting the sixfold symmetry of the disks, and restrict
the pinball to bouncing in the fundamental domain (fig. 1b). The whole pinball
plane can be retiled by 6 copies of the fundamental domain, but the details are
inessentia] for present considerations, We define our Poincare section by marking
1., the position of the ith bounce off the bottom wall (fig. 1b), and sin ¢., the
momentum component parallel to the bottom wall. (I,sin¢) coordinates are a

convenient choice, because they are phase-space volume preservingl6l.
2 PINBALL CHAOS

A physicist‘s pinballlz's'4'5l game is a pinball reduced to its bare essentials: three
disks in a plane:

We next mark the initial conditions Q"l which do not escape in one bounce. There
are two strips of. survivors, as the trajectories originating from one disk can hit
either of the other two disks, or escape. We label the two strips with e = 0,1.
There are four strips film that survive four bounces. and so forth. Another way
to look at the survivors after two bounces is to plot 82”“, the intersection of Q",
with the strips 0W obtained by time reversal (sin¢ —+ — sin 4:). Provided that the
disks are sufficiently well separated, what emerges is it complete binary Cantor set
with the usual Smale horseshoels] foliation and symbolic dynamics.

(b)

Figure l. The 3-disk pinball with the disk radius : center separation ratio
azfl : 1:2.5. (a) the three disks, with 17, 1‘23 andm cycles indicated.

(b) the fundamental domain, Le. a wedge consisting of a >ection of a disk, two
segments of symmetry axes acting as straight mirror walls, and an escape gap.

The above cycles restricted to the fundamental domain are now the two fixed

points 6 and T and the m cycle. —I.0l—_.____—_J
Figure 2. The Poincare section of the phase space for the fundamental domain
pinball, fig. lb. Indicated are the fixed points 6, T and the ‘2»cycle MJ—O,
together with strips which survive I, '2, bounces. Iteration corresponds to
hit shift, so for example region ...01.01... maps into ...0|0.l ....Point-like pinballs are shot at. the disks from random starting positions and angles;

they spend some time bouncing between the disks and then escape. For a physicist
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In thr trmhtionnl approach In- mw Intrgrnhk' mntinm of fig 3- u math 0rd"
uppmximntinnn to phyniul systrmsl. And M'rmlnl far wall nonlinruitin perturb:~
tivvly Wr trnd to think oh. rlynuniml system an A «month nystrm wham- evolution
rnll tw- fullnwmi by into-grinning 1. .wt of differential rquntiom Whrn thin is art“
nlly fullnwml through tn Mymptotir times, In diarnw-r thnt the strongly non llneu’
eyqlrms shmv an unuingly rich atrurturr which I! not at All Appumt in their
funnulminn in trims n! difl'n’rntinl equations. Hon-m, hiddm in thin App-rent
rhnm is a rigid Ikrlrtnn. n tru- 01 cycles (periodir mhitl) of inflow-mg lrngthn and
m-If—snnilnr structurr, The an! insight in that thr With-0rd" npprmimnticml tn
harshly rhmtic dynamics nhould be vrry difl'ermt from those for NI! truly into
grnhlr xystrmu: n gnad starting Lppmximntion bru- in tho ntrflching and kneading
of a hnkrr‘n map of fig 3b. rnthor thAn thr winding of a harmonic mill-tn! a!
fig. fin.

Aftrr n ifrratinns thr survivors an (livitls‘d into 2" rlislinct noighhnrhnods: thr-
ith nrizhhnrhnnd rnn<ist< of all points with ilinr‘rary i = (Imaging. e. = [0.1].
Each such patch mntmn: a poriodir point with the basic block infinitely
ropravml Pv‘riorlir point: are skvlotal in thr‘ «n59 that as we look furthrr and fur-
ther‘ thry flay put forever.Whilc‘ lhe‘ finite mw‘rs shrink onto them. The periodic
points are (lcncc on the asymptotic rvlwllvr. nnd their number increases exponen-
tially with cyclo length, As we shall 501‘. this rxponentinl proliferation of cycles is
not :6 rlanzr'rou: as it mizhl swm.

Before rnnhnuing wnh the pinball as an illustration of the origin and structure of
unstable cyclvs. we turn briz‘fly to the role of cycles in more gcnmid st'ttmgs‘

Thrrr hr» 11 numbrr 0f drv‘p "mm! {or thr Aperinl mk- thr ryrlfll play In thr thor
cry of clynnnund Hyatt-ms; wr lhfl" motivntr thrm bar by Appealing to the «may!
uf muarmncc. A dcmministic dynnmiul Hyatt": rnn ho prmntul in In Infinit-
numlu-r of wayar Th» thmrist’s choke n! vuinbln and punmrtrn II n mutt" nf
m'slhl‘lirl; thv oxprrimrntnlist's is rnmtnunrrl by instrumrntnl limitations. and an
thr- smnr physirs is prmnttd to us in runny ohnrun-Iy "hm-d guim M I phi)!“
anrl‘ trajectory. M n timr-delny plot. as a map mrh u n Point-ad mtiml "I n
flnwlnk How rm- we to cfficimtly identify thv nyntrm under It. diflrr'nt “uh-n"
What is clearly need"! is a completemnrfintchuutrn’latirm, Hunt-thing lib Ipnr
ifying a representation of a Lie group by “R value: of it: Cuimirmum. Gin-n
such characterization, one could extract the innrilntn (rum hoth than and tho
experiment:

3 CYCLES AS THE SKELETON OF CHAOS

Cnnsnder a general Ihrre~dimensional flow sketched in fig, 3. To be interesting. the
How should he recurrent; otherwise it is a transient state that we cannot observe
for long times If the flow is recurrent, we can cut it '9' a Pnincmé section; if It is
a map of a rampart disk (lommn onto itself, it must have at least one fixed point“
Now cnnsider the ways in which the flow ran deform the neighborhmd of a fixed
point There are essentially two possibilities: the neighborhood ran return wrapped
around the fixed point (the fixed point is stable or elliptir - see fig. 33), or squeezed,
stretched and folded (the fixed point is unstable or hypr'rbolic — see fig 3h).

Figure 3‘ A recurrent flow around
fixed point.

(a) an elliptic fixed point. ([1) a hyperbolic

nnd quantify the closeness of the two by mpming Humming Iihr n “(ii-unn" inthr spate of dynunicd uptem-
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from r and its derivatives (1)) and (d) might be lhv sanw lrajvnnrinfi In the

lime-delay coordinates.
We shall argue here that for low dimensional deterministic dynamical systcms the
cycles (periodic orbits) provide a possibly optimalim} invariant. dvscxiption uf n
dynamical system. with the following virtues:

Points 1, 2: That the cycle topology and eigenvalues are invariant properties of
dynamical systems follows from elementary considerations If the same dynamics is

given by a map f in one set of coordinates. and a map 9 in the next. then f and g (or
any other good representation) are related by a reparametrization anll a coordinate
transformation / = h" ogoh. As both I and g are arbitrary representations of the
dynamical system, the explicit form of the conjugacy h is of no interest. only the
properties invariant under any transformation h are of general import, The most
obvious invariant properties are topological; a fixed point must he a fixed point in
any representation. a trajectory which exactly returns to the initial paint (a cycle)
must do so in any representation (fig. 41' Furthermore, a good representation should
not mutilate the data; h must be a smooth transformation which maps nearby cycle
points of 1' into nearby cycle points of g. This smoothness guarantees that the
cycles are not only topological invariants, but that their linearized neighborhoods
are also metrically invariant. In particular, the cycle eigenvalues (eigenvalues of the
Jacobinns df‘")(1k)/d1 of periodic orbits [mu-k) = I.) are invariant.

1. cycle symbol sequences are topolngxml invariants: they give- thv spatial layout of
a strange set.

'2. cycle eigenvalues are melnc invariants: they give the scale of each place of a
strange set

3. cycles are dense on the asymptotic non-wandering set

4. cycles are ordered hierarchically: short cycles give good approximations to a
strange set. longer cycles only refinements Errors due to neglecting long cycles can
be bounded. and typically fall off exponentially with the cutoff cycle length

5. cycles are structurally robust: eigenvalues of short cycles vary slowly with smooth
parameter changes

Point 3: The cycles are intuitively expected to he 1’ MP because on a connected
chaotic set a typical trajectory is expected to behave: ignrlically, and pass infinitely
many times arbitrarily close to any point on the set. including the initial point of
the trajectory itself. Generically one expects to be nlxle to gently move the initial
point in such a way that that the trajectory returns precisely to the initial point:

6. asymptotic averages (such as generalized dimenuons, escape rates, quantum
mechanical eigenstates and other “thermodynamic” averages) can be computed
from short cycles by means of cycle expansions

W

" (a)
I; (a)

l c oI IthI' I“)

(a)nun-Inn

LIIx lh Figure 5. (a) A close recurrence of an unstable trajectory (b) can be exp|onled
to locate a nearby cycle.

x

(cl (d)

Figure 4. A fixed point and a cycle remain a fixed point and a cycle in any
representation of a dynamical systems. Here (a) and (c) phase space is built

This is by no means guaranteed to work. and it must be rhecked for the particular
system at hand. A variety of ergodic (but insufficiently mixmg) rouuter-examples
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can bv construrk‘d - the most familiar being a quasipcriodic motion on a torus

Point 5: An important virtm‘ of Cycles is their structural robustness. Many quanti-
tios customarily assoriatr‘d with (lynamirnl systems depend on the notion of “strut?
tural staliilitf'lsl, in rnl)ilstn(‘ss ntstrango sets to small parameter variations. This
is certainly not a propr‘rty of grnr‘rir (lynamiral systf‘ms, such as the l'lénnn maplw](Ly) —* (1 ~ (LTz + y. In) For (‘Xflnlplf‘, whilc numz‘rical studios inrlicato that for
a = 1.4, b = 0.3 thc- attractor is “strangc‘”, paramotc‘r variation as minute as chang-
ing a to a = 139945219 (lostrnys this attractor and rt‘plarcs is with a stable ryclc‘
of length 13. Still. the short unstahlr‘ ryrlos of lrngth loss than 1'1 mo ktnlrturally
robust. in thr‘ svuso that thr‘y are only slightly (listortr‘d by such parameter changes,
and avoragvs vomputt‘rl using thmn as a skoloton are insensitive to small deforma—
tions of tho strangv sot. In rantrash lack of strurhlral stability wreaks havoc with
quantities such as Lyapnnnv vxpmwnts, for whirl: thorn is no guarantc‘c that. thf‘y
convorgv in any tinitv numz‘rical computation

where 1' is a binary label of the ith strip, and l. is the width of the ith strip. One
x-xpocts the sum (1) to fall off exponentially with n, and tend to a limit

F" = 6—"IT" -—v e_"/T = 5"” (2)

T is thr asymptotic lifutime of a random initial pinball; 7 = I/T is the pinball
Nrrqu' rate. We shall now show that this asymptotic esrape rate can be extracted
from a highly convergent and expansion by rt‘formulaling the sum (1) in terms of
unstable pr-rimlic orbits.

Enrh neighborhood i in fig. 2 contains a pvrindir point i. The finer the intervals,
the smallor is the variation in flow across them, and the strip width 1.- is we“
approximated by the contraction around the periodic point, I. = a./IA.|. Here A.- is
the expanding oianvalue of the linearized map evaluated on the pen'odic point i.
and a. is a prefactor defined byThe thvoretical advance that we will concentratv on here 1:: point 4: we now know

how to control the (‘rrnrs (luv to m‘glocting longer cycles, As we shall oxplain in
seat. 5, even though tho numlwr of invariants is infinite (unlike, for example?V the
numbvr of Casimir invariants {or a compact Lie group) the dynamics can be well
approximated to any finite accuracy by a small finite set, of invariants. The origin
of this convergr‘nrc is gemnotricnl, as we shall now show by roturning to our gamr‘
of pinball.

a.‘ = IilAil (3)

Now we make the only approximation in our derivation of the ( function: for large
n the prefactors a. z 0(1) are overwhelmed by the exponential growth of A;, 30 we
neglect them. This is called the hyperboliczty assumption. (1. reflect the particular
distribution of incoming pinballs; the asymptotic trajectories are strongly mixed
by bouncing chaotically between the disks and we expect them to be insensitive
to smooth variations in the initial distribution. If the hyperbolicity assumption is
justified, we can replace 1. in (1) by l/A. and form a formal sum over all periodic
orbits of all lengths:

to (n)
0(2) = Z) 2"; IA.I“ =z/IA5[+z/[ATI+z’/|A55|+zz/|A°T[

+52/1Afil + :’/IA.—,1 + zJ/IAu—DI + zs/IAfii + (4)

4 PINBALL ESCAPE RATE

Consider fig: 2 again. In racli bounce tlxr‘ initial Conditions got thinned out, yielding
twice as many thin strips as at tlu‘ prr‘vious bounce. The phase-space volume is
preserved by the flow, so they are contracted along the stable cigentlirvctions, and
ejected along the unstable eigr‘mlircctions; thr‘ total fraction of survivors after 71

bounces is proportional to

As for large n the nth level sum (2) tends to the limit 6"", the escape rate '7 is
determined by the smallest z = e" for which (4) diverges:(n)

1‘" = z 1, (1)

m 102% "'"=~() 2:398) 1_ze_7 (5)
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This observation is the motivation for introducing the sum (4)‘ Rather than at-
tempting to estimate the escape rate from the n —o oo limit of preasymptotic sums
(1), we shall determine 7 from the singularities of (4).

If a trajectory retraces itself r times, its expanding eigenvalue is A;, where p is a
prime cycle. A prime cycle is a single traversal of the orbit; its label is a non-
repeating symbol string. There is only one prime cycle for each cyclic permutation
class. For example. p = W = m = W?) = m is prime, but m = m is not.
The stability of a cycle is (by the chain rule) the same everywhere along the orbit,
so each prime cycle of length n, contributes 119 terms to the sum (4). Hence (4)
can be rewritten as

Perhaps more surprisingly, (6) also yields quantum resonances, with the quantum
amplitude associated with a given cycle being essentially the square root of the
classical weight (we refer the reader to refs. [3’5] for detailed discussions).

Expression (6) is the main result of this section; the problem of estimating the
asymptotic escape rates from finite n sums such as (l) is now reduced to a study
of the singularities of the ( function The escape rate is related by (5) to a
divergence of 0(z), and 9(2) diverges whenever 1/((z) or ((2) has a ZL‘I‘O. Glancing
back, we see that the derivation is very general, and should work for any average
over any strange set which satisfies two conditions: 1. the weight associated with a
part of the set is multiplicative along the trajectory; 2. the set is organized in such
a. way that the nearby points in the symbolic dynamics have nearby weights.

0° " _ r n z“? A—1
W) = 2 an (2 PIA» 'I) = Z

P r=l p 1— anlAp | We conclude this section by a few general comments on the relation of the finite
sum (1) to the dynamical C function (6). Not so long ago most physicists were
inclined to believe that given a deterministic rule, a sum like (1) could be evaluated
to any desired precision. For short finite times this is indeed true: every interval in
(1) can be accurately determined, and there is no need {or a fancy theory. However,
if a dynamical system is unstable, any uncertainty in the initial conditions grows
exponentially and attain the size of the system in a finite time. The difficulty with
estimating the n —» oo limit from (1) is at least twofold:

where the index p runs through all distinct prime cycles. The n72"? factors in
the sum suggest rewriting it as a logarithmic derivative (2(2) = -zad;ln ((2). The
resulting infinite product

1/C(z} = H(1_tp)\ tp = z""|A;'I, (6)
1. due to the exponential growth in number of intervals, and the exponential
decrease in attainable accuracy, the maximal attainable cycle length is of order 5
to 20;

is an example of a dynamical C functionlml. The name is motivated by the (purely
formal) similarity of the infinite product to the Euler product representation of the
Riemann ( function.

2. the preasymptotic sequence T,I in (2) is not unique, because in general the
intervals I; in the sum (1) should be weighted by the probability distribution ofinitial pinballs.

The above derivation of the C function formula for the escape rate has one short—
coming; it estimates the fraction of survivors as a function of the number of pinball
bounces However, the physically interesting quantity is the mean lifetime; giv-
ing the same weight to all paths with the same number of bounces overestimates
the contributions of the long trajectories and underestimates the short trajectories
(remember, the flight paths between disks are of different lengths). The correct
weightln’lsl is obtained by replacing the discrete “topological” time np by the
actual cycle period 7;, in (6):

In contrast, with C function (6) the infinite time behavior of an unstable system is aseasy to determine as the short time behavior by direct evaluation of (I) The onlycritical step in the derivation of the C function was the hyperbolicity assumption, LC.assumption of exponential shrinkage for all parts of the strange Set By droppingthe prefactors (3), we have given up on any possibility of recovering the precisedistribution of starting pinballs coordinates (which should anyhow be impossibledue to the exponential growth of errors), but in return gained a very effectivedescription of the asymptotic behavior of the system.

tn = 25%;”
1/

0r 3 1T”

(7)
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Prrhal)ll it. is wort.h emphasizing that the Euler product formula (6) is an ezact 
expression for the asymptoticlll!y str1mge set. Our cycle expansions will be dom
inated hy short, cycles, hnt that does not mean that we are using finite covers to 
approximate the set,: hy rcs11mmat.ion that led lo (6) we have already been lifted 
lo the. t.opologically exact. n __. oo strange set. The approximation will consist in 
approxim>1t ing thr st.rang .set with "nearby " Clln.tor sets with a finite n1.1mber 
of alrra<ly asympt.olically exact scales. 01.1r experience is that computations with 
I.be exad cycle,- e.xpression (6) 1<rc both q1.1ic.ker and. of better convergence than 
computations th1<t. extrapolate from finite cover estim,.tes such 11,.<; (1 ). 

5 CYCLE EXPANSIONS AND CURVATURES 

How nre formnl,i." such as (6) tt5<'<17 We start by computing the lengths and eigen
v.tlucs of shortest cycles. In our pinball example this c.tn be done by elementary 
geometrical optics; in general potentials or mi,.ps this requires 80me numerical inte
grations and N wt.on 's nwthod searches for periodic solutions. The result is a table 
like this (the disk radius : center separation ratio is a:R = 1:6): 

p T, /\, 

0 4 9.898!)704855 7 

i 4.26794919243 • l 1.7714551964 

io 8.31652948517 -124.094801992 

oio 12.3217466162 - 1240.54255704 

ioi l2.580807i4I 144!>.54507485 

oioo 16.3222764744 -122!:15. 706862 

ioii 16.8490718592 -17079.0l 00089 

1001 16.5852420061 14459.97505 

00100 20.3223300257 -121733.838705 

... 

The next step is the key step· in our approachi191: we observe that the expansion 
of the Euler product (6) 

(8) 

13 

allows a regrouping of terms into &>min.Ml f-"'•"u:flf•l contributions f / and de
creMing c-•n1•f11re corrections c,.. For example, if the strange aet is )~j)ed by 
binary symbol 11equenees, ae is the pinball of fig. 3, t.ben·t~ Eulet product (8) is 
given by 

1/(, = (1 - t0)(1 - t1 )(1 - t,0)(1 - f11111)(l - f101 )(1 - f1111111) 
(l -f1001)(l - l1011){l -t,_)(1 - 110001) 

(1 - fu.,,o)(l - f11J011)(l - f1011n)(l - tu,m) ... (9) 

The curvature expansion is obtained by multiplying out ,the Eu)e,- product and 
grouping together th~ tenns of the same tot.al symbol string ~gth: 

1/( = 1 - to - t, - [tio - t,toJ - ((1100 - f,olo) - (1101 - 11011 )J 
-[(tu>00 - tol,oo) + (11110 - l1t110) 

+(t1001 - l1foo1 -110110 + t.,otot, )) - • . • (JO) 

The fundamental cycles 10 , 11 have no shorter approximant11; they ate the "building 
blocks" of the dynamics in the sense lhat all longer orbits can be approitimately 
pieced together from them. We call the sum of 811 tenns Qf !!IUJ)e t.otal len~h n 
(grouped in brackets aboffi) the nth curvature con-ection c.., for ~e:trical ~ 
we shall soon try to explain. It ia al90 often poasible to pair off individual longer 
cycles and their shorter approximants (grouped in parenthesis aboYe). If all orbit.· 
are weighted equally (tr = z"P), such combinations c&nccl exactly; if orbit.a ~ 
similar symbolic dynamics have similar weights, the weights in "1ffl cornbi.nations 
will almoet cance.L 

Given the curvature expansion (10), the calculation is stnightfoc,,vd. We m.beti
tute the eigenvalues and lengths of prime cycles (for the example at hand, up to 5 
pinball bounoes - total of 14 cycles) into the curvature expansion (10), and obtain 

a polynomial appooximatiool20) to 1/(,. We then vary t.he exponent. 7 in (7) -and 
detennine the e,cape tale -, by finding the• smallest 7 for which (10) vanishes. The 
zeros are easily determined by stADdMd numerical methods ( such u the N-ewton 
aJgorithm), with accuracy as good as 7 signific&nt di~ts for the pinball example 
considered here . 

The convergence can be illustrated by listing 7 computed from tnmeatioos ot (10) 
lo different· maximaJ eyde lengths. ( disk radius to disk-dislt· cenler separation ratio 
is a:R = 1:6). The first ailumn gives the ·maximal cycle limgth used, the errond the 
estimate o[ the dM!li<:al escape rate Crom the foll 3-disk cycle exp&D8100, the thud 
from the fundamental domain expansion151_ 

14 



n full 3 disks fund. dom. 

1 0.407693 
2 0.435i8 0.410280 
3 0.40491 0.410336 
4 0.40!)45 0.4.10338 
5 0.41037 0.-!10338 

6 0.41034 

For comparison, a numerical simulation of ref: 131 yields -, = .410 .... and the 

n = 2, 3 approximations of ref. [3] yield 0.3102, 0.4508 respectively. 

If one has some experience with numerical estimates of dimensions, one realizes 
that the convergence here is very impressive; only three input numbers (the two 
fixed points 0, T and the 2-cycle To) already >;eld the escape rate to 4 significant 
digits! We have omitted an infinity of unstable cycles; so why does approximating 
the dynamics by a finite number of cycle eigenvalues work so well? 

lb 
l . 

Figure 6. Approximation to (a) a smooth dynamics by (b) the skeleton of 
periodic points, together with their linearized neighborhoods. 

A typical curvature expansion term in (lO) is a difference of a long cycle { ab) minus 
its shadowing approximation by shorter cycles {a} and {b}: 

15 

To understand why this shouJd be small compared ·to t.,, try to visualize· the df:.
scription of a chaotic dynamical system in tenns of cycles M a tessellation of the 
dynamical system, with smooth flow approximated by its periodic orbit skeleton, 
each "face" centered on a periodic point, and the scale o( the ".face" determined by · 
the linearization of the flow around the periodic point (!ICC fig. 6). 

The orbits that follow the same symbolic dynamics, such 1111 {ob} and a "pe;eudo 
orbit" {a}(l>}, lie physically cloee; longer and longer orbits resolve the dynamic.,; 
with finer and finer resolution in the phase space. If the weight• .->ciated 'l!'itli 
the orbits are multiplicative along the .flow (for example, product. of derivatives) 
and the flow is smooth, the term in parenthesis in ( 11) falls off' e%1Hn1entially with 
the cycle length, and therefore the curvature expansions are expected to ~ highly 
convergent. 

We have here used the curvature expansions to evaluate pinball escape rates, but the 

technique is much more general. lt is, for example, applicablel171 to a broad class 
of uthermodynamical" averages such as those used in the extraction of generalized 

dimensionsl211, wit.h the sum ll) generalized to 

(12) 

as well as to the quantum periodic orbits sums14,5J. The simplest example is eval
uation of the topological entropy h: the cycles are counted by setting T = O, 
tP = e-"rtM and determining h = -q(O) for which (8) has a zero. For the value 
of T such that q( T) = 0, ( 12) is the ch1SSical definition of the Hausdorff-Besicovit.ch 
dimension Dn = -T, and so on. Each such application requires deter.mination of 
the correct cycle weigth tr - the rest is just machinery. 
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6 SUMMARY 

A motion on "•trangr llttl'll .. tor ,.M br llpproximatrd by shadowing the orbit by a 
,w,qurn,.r of nruhy p.-riodi .. MhitJi of flnitt- J,,ngtb. This notion is here made pn,ciee 
hy arpmxinu1lin,: .,,-hit,, hy primitivr. cy,.l,,s, and f'Tftluating ~ cunaturea. 
A ctJJ\lllutf' mrn,.111·...,. thr drvilllion of " longw cyde from its approximatioo by 
llhortrr ryrlM; thr 'ifflnothl)("U of thr dynftffliCJJ sy11tem implies expoueutial !all-off 
for {ft!mn"t J ;,II r11rv,,.t11~. Thr tMhnicaJ prtt..q1ti,.ite f« implementing tbia shad
owin,: 111 I\ ,:,xwl nndrr5t1Uldin,; of the 8)'fflholic dynftffliCll ol tbf- ,.J,.MiraJ dynamical 
•y~tnn. Thr r,•,mltin,: """"tnrr Mlf"Rnf'Klnll offer an efficient tll<'tli,,<l fnl' ,·niluating 
rJR11,.jrft! an<l <Jllftnlmn p<'riodi,. orhit 11111TJ11; 11e.-urate estimates c:ao be obtained by 
u~init Rll in1nit thr l=,:th, IIIKI ri,r;mvalul"II of" re. prim,, cycla. 

F'nr rr1U10n~ n( d...-ity ..,,,. hftVf' hrrr ilh111trftlf'd thr. utility of cycles and their cur
Vl\lll"°" hy tllf' Kimp),. pinhiJI Mlllmple of fi,:. 1, hut detailed m'fflltiga&iooa ol the 

H/.nnn-typ,- maP", ,...ft!in,; function,, ftnd q11"nll1m pint.11.119,17.SI gift us 110111e 

ronfkl,-nc,. in th,- ~"I ft'Mibility of tlM' cydf' analylris ad~ he,-e. 

Th,- .. ,,.-Ir f'Xp!Ul•ion~ •uch"" (8) ontpnform th,, pede,trian methods auc:b aa atnip
nllltiom from thr Snit, rovtt 111uru, (I) (or a number ffl ttUOIIII. The cycle expansion 
ill a lwttff aWT~n,: prnc-Nf11tt thAn tM' niuw. ht,,: ,onunti~ alpitbma becaU8e c.be 
~tran,i,. attractor i11 lPtt pjtt~ to,;,i,thtt in a controlled way from oeigbborbooda 
("•i:-'f' av~-} rathtt thAn expk1"'<1 by a long erAO<lic trajed.o(y ("time awu
,w,-}. n,.. cyd., npanllWln itl (a,,, .. xplllinr<I ~) t'O-ordinat.f- and reparamdriza. 
lion anvwiant · "Sniu- nth lr,,-1 1nrm (1) i• no&. C~lei att ol &nite period but 
infiniw- duration, "° th,, ,.,.,..,. r.ig,1•AJ11.,. ,v,- all'PMly evalww,d in c.be n -+ 00 
limit, but (nr th,, IIUffl ( l) th,, )imit MIi to h,, estimated by num,nc:aJ ezirapola
tiotall. And, m1rially, tbr ~" tttnu in Uar ey<"le exJ)llll8ion (8) att cle-Yiatiom ol 
lon,i:n prirnitiw cyde11 from t~r "ppmxinlfttiona by •h«u-r cycles cao == -t,o+ t, to, 
,.,_ "' -,,_ + t,ta.1 + ftotfo - t1otot1, •• • , •hicb V1Ulieh f'Wtly in pi«ewil9e lioear 
llf>J>roximat.i<>n11 and 11N' apttt..d to f,.JI olf e,cponer1tially for IIIDOOtb dynaznical 
ffnw11. 

Ackn-Wgmeati Thie !«tun- i11 a im-ntation ol renlu 11D l'X&ended ~ 
orl\llOII .;th R. Artll*>, E. Auttll and B. &khardt, rm. (l7,4~ . The autbcw ia 
(Tlltrf'ul to the Carl!lhn,; Foundatioo for Bltf'POl't. 
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